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Before we came back to school we felt…

Scared 
Frightened

Nervous 

Happy and excited  to be 
back!

Glad to meet my new 
teacher. 

Sad to leave 
Miss Ford



We wondered..

What will year 
two be like?

Will it be nice in 
Class Four?

What is our new 
teacher going to be 

like?

I wonder if I will 
be above to do 

the work.

Will I be safe?



Outdoor Learners!



Working together 
to measure tyre rolls!



Outside mathematicians!



Science investigators!
We each planted a spring daffodil bulb in the allotment to see how 
plants from bulbs into flowers. 



Parachutes and aeroplanes 

We learnt how to ask and answer questions when we made paper 

aeroplanes and parachutes. We used metre sticks to measure how far they 

flew. We investigated which type of paper would be best to use when 

making the aeroplanes and how the size of the paper slowed the 

parachutes down. 





We even learnt 
how to make 

slime!



Outside artists!



We built a fantastic
reading den!

Team work!



Creative 
Artists





We visited Castle Hills to 
find out about remembrance Day 
and had a minutes silence 
on the 11th November. . 



Co-operating together 
to solve math’s 
problems. 



We designed and built 
‘Book Buggies’
for the library. 



We learnt how to
concentrate 



We discovered that our school was built in 
1876 and looked around for clues!



Sharing ideas 
and listening 
to each other

Asking 
questions

Trying to find 
answers



Finding out about the past 
and changes by looking 
at old artefacts



And we also…
Loved reading Dirty Bertie Books 
Loved making slime
Loved making the Book Buggies
Making new friends
Making photo frames
Calendars
Learning outdoors
Making things to take home
Meeting my new teacher
Doing lots of writing! 
Loved painting
Enjoyed doing lots of maths
Helping Mrs Bailey 
Watching Oliver Twist
Written by Class Four



What will happen in 2021?

We want to…
Cook!
Make puppets
Do more Painting
Read more stories 
We want to get better at…
Lining up
Handwriting
Persevering
Spelling
Story writing
Solving maths problems




